The new BullsEye™ laser
driven extinguisher
training system:
Clean, Safe & Effective

> BULLSEYE™

Train where fires may
actually occur.
The BullsEye system is the most
innovative fire training tool on the
market. The BullsEye utilises digital
flames to simulate class A, B and E
fires. It senses where the user aims
and sweeps the laser training
extinguisher and automatically
varies the LED-driven digital flames
in response.
The new BullsEye system can
recognize which type of extinguisher
a trainee is using, and will only
respond to the trainee’s actions if
they have chosen correctly. Also, the
trainee must put the correct distance
between themselves and the fire for
the panel to respond. These added
features make fire extinguisher
training more realistic and effective
than ever before, resulting in trainees
who are well prepared to face
incipient stage fires.
Training can now take place
completely indoors - from the
conference room to the production
floor.
Call +44 (0)1527 888 960 or visit our
website: www.haagen.com

> WWW.HAAGEN.COm

BULLSEYE™ | laser driven extinguisher training system
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BullsEye™
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BullsEye™ combined with smoke
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BullsEye™ in a clean environment
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CONNECT AND COMBINE WITH WIFI

bullseye features:

New features:

Two other new features that further contribute
to the system’s realism are sound effects and
smoke generation.

Clean Training
BullsEye uses a conical laser to replicate
extinguisher discharge rather than depending
on a dry-chemical or CO2 extinguisher. As
only laser light is emitted from the training
extinguisher, extinguisher training can now be
conducted virtually anywhere. The BullsEyes’
digital flames also respond to HAAGEN’s
compressed air and water SmartExtinguishers
for additional training variations.
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Through WiFi connectivity, the BullsEye can
work in conjunction with a HAAGEN smoke
generator to produce an accurate amount of
smoke for each fire scenario. Instructors can
control the smoke level manually or allow the
system to determine the appropriate smoke
level. Instructors can control the new BullsEye
by either an infrared wireless remote or the
optional tablet. Training records can be
collected and exported to track the
performance of the trainee.
Unlike many other extinguisher training
systems, training with the BullsEye can take
place in any setting, indoors or out. Life-saving
fire extinguisher training can be provided
to hundreds of participants in a single day.
Trainees learn how to effectively use a fire
extinguisher without the cost and clean-up
associated with using dry-chemical or CO2
extinguishers.

Safe Training
The BullsEye utilises LED driven digital flames
and a laser training extinguisher to provide a
dynamic and realistic simulation for trainees
while eliminating the hazards associated with
conventional fire extinguisher training.
Effective Training
The BullsEye simulates class A, B and E fires at
variable difficulty levels and has the capability
of grading trainees on their performance.
Hundreds of trainees can be trained in a single
day without recharging any extinguishers.

Integrated sound effects
Integrated smoke generation
WiFi
Wireless IR remote control
Extinguisher type recognition
Extinguisher distance sensing
Training record collection

EXPERIENCE THE NEW BULLSEYE
Experience for yourself how the new BullsEye
can make your fire extinguisher training an
enjoyable experience and much more
effective and call +44 (0)1527 888 960 for a
demonstration.

Find out why
Thousands of organisations, universities, hospitals, fire
departments and government agencies are using
HAAGEN simulators. For a demonstration video and more
information: call +44 (0)1527 888 960, online at 		
www.haagen.com
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